
Party! 
Wybrich van der Roest
wybrich.blogspot.com
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Making letter peel-offs
Adhere wide double-sided tape to the back of card/paper that will be 
used to die cut the letters.
After cutting them out remove the backing and the letters are easy to 
adhere.

Card
Cut a 15 x 15 cm pearly white top-fold card. Cut 14.5 x 14.5 cm design 
paper and round off the corners. Adhere 13 x 13 cm design paper to 
13.5 x 13.5 cm gold-coloured glitter paper. Layer a 3.5 x 13 cm strip 
of design paper partially behind along the right-hand side. Adhere the 
layers together. 
Draw the outline of the party pocket onto design paper, cut out and 
adhere. Draw the flap once more and tie wax cord through. 
Die cut the shapes needed from card and/or design paper and adhere 
together. 
Die cut the text from both black card and gold-coloured glitter paper 
and adhere together slightly overlapping. 
Finish off as per example given.

Cross st i tch cards 
Marianne Perlot 
mariannedesign.blogspot.nl
page 6

General instructions
Embroider the patterns with 6 strands of embroidery thread.

1.
Cut from kraft a 15 x 15 cm card blank and adhere 14 x 14 dark 
green card and 13 x 13 cm design paper. Die cut both sizes of 
Christmas trees from dark green. Die cut the large one from a colour 
matching the green embroidery thread. 
Die cut the Christmas tree to be embroidered from kraft and em-
broider the pattern. Then carefully cut out the tree exactly. Die cut 
the garland and buttons from silver-coloured soft glitter paper and 
decorate the tree. Stamp the text and adhere the layers together.

2.
Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm green card blank and adhere design paper of 
12.5 x 12.5 cm and 11 x 11 cm. Die cut the heart to be embroi-
dered from kraft and embroider the pattern. Then carefully cut out 
the heart exactly and adhere to a larger green one. Stamp the text 
and decorate with hearts, die cut from silver-coloured soft glitter 
paper and adhere the layers together.

3.
Die cut from kraft a 15 x 15 cm card blank and adhere 14 x 14 cm 
design paper. Die cut the circle to be embroidered from 9.5 x 12 cm 
kraft. Stamp the text and embroider the pattern. Adhere the card to 
a slightly larger aqua blue one. Complete the card with star-shaped 
buttons, die cut from silver-coloured soft glitter paper. 

4.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm red card blank and adhere 14 x 14 cm design 
paper. Die cut the border to be embroidered from 14 x 8.5 cm kraft. 
Stamp the text and embroider the pattern. Die cut the mistletoe 
and decorate with a few adhesive pearls. 



5.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm brown card blank and adhere 14 x 14 cm design 
paper. 
Die cut the rectangle to be embroidered from 9.5 x 11.5 cm kraft. 
Embroider the pattern and adhere to a slightly larger dark brown 
rectangle. 
Die cut the larch twig and adhere with foam tape. 
Give the red robin a mistletoe twig with adhesive stones added to 
the berries.

6.
Die cut a 15 x 15 cm red card and adhere 14 x 14 cm design paper. 
Die cut the square to be embroidered from 10 x 13 cm kraft. Stamp 
the text and embroider the pattern. Die cut holly twigs and berries 
and adhere with foam tape.

1. 2.

3.

5.

6.

4.



Anja’s  Winter  Wishes 
Anja van Laar
anjavanlaar.blogspot.com
page 10

General instructions
Die cut the large basic die and fold the flaps over. Use the other 
beautiful and versatile dies of the set on your cards too.

1.
Die cut the basic die from white card and adhere blue (semi)circles 
with a border of stitches to all sides. 
Die cut the picture with the scalloped die of LR0619. Then die cut 
the scalloped die and the next size with the dotted border, together 
from silver-coloured card, creating a delicate border. Adhere it to 
the picture. 
Die cut/emboss two silver-coloured large doilies (LR0618) and ad-
here half of it to the inside of the flaps as per example given. 
Die cut silver-coloured ice crystals and twigs and adhere at the top 
of the card. 
Adhere the die cut text to the reverse side.

2.
Die cut the basic die from grey card. Adhere an ice blue circle with 
a border of stitches in the centre. 
Die cut the scalloped die of LR0619 from grey card. Then die cut 
the scalloped die and the next size with the dotted border, together 
from silver-coloured card, creating a delicate border. Adhere. 
Die cut a silver-coloured text and adhere. 
The semi-circles for the outside of the flaps are cut out together 
with the semi-doily from ice blue card. Die cut the semi-circles 
and semi-doilies for the outside of the flaps together from ice blue 
card. Complete the reverse side with a large ice blue doily,

3.
Die cut the basic die from white card. Adhere smaller circles with a 
border of stitches, die cut form grey design paper. Die cut a silver-
coloured text and a circle with open border from blue. Die cut 
semi-circles together with semi-doilies and adhere. Finish the back 
with a large doily.

Autumn Animals 
Rimmie van de Sande
butterflykisses83.blogspot.com
page 13

1.
Cut an 11 x 25.5 cm dark grey strip and score at 8 cm in from the 
left-hand side. Round off the corners on the short side.  
Cut 10 x 17 cm and 7.5 x 10.5 cm design paper. Cut off the back-
ground sheet at 9.5 x 16.5 cm. Adhere a 4 x 11 cm strip of design 
paper to the short flap with double-sided tape at the top and 
bottom only. Cut a 2 x 17 cm strip of snow paper, tear off one long 
side and position along the bottom of the background paper. 
Die cut the figures needed from different colours of card and design 
paper. Assemble the owl and fox and place a white dot on the eyes 
and nose. Stamp a text in black onto the mini ticket. 
Secure the labels with a length of rope. Cut 4.1 x 6.5 cm design 
paper, stamp a text and adhere to the label.

Autumn in the Woods 
Rimmie van de Sande
butterflykisses83.blogspot.com
page 14

clipboard
Use a clip board of A4-size for this project. 
Cut 12 x 17 cm brown card and adhere 11.5 x 16.5 cm design paper 
with wood grain. Adhere 9.5 x 16.5 cm design paper to 10 x 17 cm 
dark green card. Adhere together overlapping and secure with sticky 
tape. Cut a 5 x 17 dark green strip and 3 x 18 cm corrugated card. 
Cut the background into 10 x 20 cm and adhere to 11 x 21 cm 
kraft. Die cut the shapes needed from different card colours and 
assemble. Place white dots on the faces. 
Fold a piece of jute around the clip and tie rope around. 
Finish off as shown.

card
Cut from kraft an 11.5 x 30 cm strip and score a fold at 8 cm. 
Round off the corners of the small panel on the right and cut/
punch out a gap. Cut 7.5 x 11 cm orange card, round off the cor-
ners on the left and cut/punch out the gap. Cut 4 x 11 cm black 
design paper with polka dots. Adhere the layers together. 
Cut the background into 9 x 20 cm and adhere to 10.5 x 21 cm 
black card. Cut from kraft two 3 x 21 cm strips, cut rolling hills 
along one long side. Work the edges with distress ink and adhere 
overlapping. Die cut the shapes needed from different card colours 
and assemble. Place white dots on the faces. 
Work the grass, pumpkins and leaves with distress ink peeled paint 
and vintage photo. 
Finish off as per example given.



Winter  shaker  cards 
Jeannette Bron
page 16

General instructions:

a. Making letter peel-offs
Adhere wide double-sided tape to the back of card/paper that will 
be used to die cut the letters.
After cutting them out remove the backing and the letters are easy 
to adhere.

b. Creating a shaker window
Die cut the frame (circle or square) for the clear shaker window. 
Adhere double-sided tape around the opening at the back. 
Flip over and adhere double-sided tape around the entire border of 
the opening, making sure there are no gaps where bits of the filler 
could work their way out after the card is assembled. Add some 
shaker material in the window and then remove the backing from 
the tape. 
Cut out the picture a little larger than the window. Centre it (face 
down) over the back of the window and adhere. 
To make the window anti-static (when using fillers like glitter 
snow), you might like to rub the inside of the window with a drop-
let of fabric softener first and then wipe dry with a tissue.

1.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm white card blank and adhere 14.5 x 14.5 cm green 
card, 14 x 14 cm red and 13.5 x 13.5 cm design paper.
Die cut/emboss the shapes needed from different card colours and/
or design paper. Thread five lengths of wax cord next to each other 
through the holes of the red frame. Assemble the shaker window 
and adhere. Decorate with holly leaves and berries.
Adhere the text to the outside of the shaker window. 

2.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm white card blank and adhere: 14.5 x 14.5 cm 
green card, 14 x 14 cm white card and design paper of 13.5 x 13.5 
cm and strips of 6.5 x 13.5 cm and of 4 x 11 cm. Die cut/emboss 
the figures needed from different card colours and/or design paper. 
Thread wax cord through the shaker doily. 
Assemble the shaker window and adhere. Die cut the trees twice 
from snow paper. Cut a few trees from the second row and layer 
behind the other trees overlapping for a 3D-effect. Tear two narrow 
strips of snow paper. Adhere to the card and position the trees and 
the deer in the snow.

3.
Cut a 15.2 x 15.2 cm white card blank. Emboss a 14 x 14 cm single 
card with the design folder. Cut design paper sheets of 14.5 x 14.5 
cm, of 12.5 x 12.5 cm and of 6.5 x 12.5 cm. Adhere the layers 
together. Die cut/emboss the figures needed from different card 
colours and/or design paper. Thread wax cord through the square 
frame. Assemble the shaker window and adhere. 
Apply snow tex to the pine and larch cones.

4.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm white card blank. Emboss a 14 x 14 cm green card 
with the design folder. Cut design paper of 14.5 x 14.5 cm, of 12.3 
x 12.3 cm and of 7.5 x 14.5 cm. Adhere the layers to the card.
Die cut/emboss the figures needed from different card and/or 
design paper.
Assemble the shaker window and adhere.
Decorate with holly leaves and berries.
Tear two narrow strips of snow paper. Adhere to the card, together 
with trees and deer. Finish off with a text.



Autumn and Winter  by Tiny 
Tineke van der Linden
tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl
page 18

1.
Die cut the largest label from design paper, adhere to dark brown 
card and trim leaving a narrow border. Cut out the picture and ad-
here to dark brown and pearly white doilies. Die cut the deer from 
brown kraft and olive green grass. Make a tuft of autumn leaves 
and acorns. Adhere the layers together, thread lace through the 
label and tie with wax cord.

2.
Draw the outline of the tickets onto night blue and pearly white 
card and design paper. Adhere together.
Layer the picture behind the wreath of green kraft.
Die cut the blackberries from the colours needed, work with distress 
ink picket fence after embossing. 
Die cut the red robin from colours needed and assemble. Die cut 
the larch from dark brown and work the cones with distress ink 
picket fence after embossing. 
Die cut the mushrooms from light grey, work with distress ink gath-
ered twigs and walnut stain. Adhere the layers onto the card and 
finish with a text.

3.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm top-fold card from brown kraft and adhere 14 x 
14 cm pearly white card. Cut 13.5 x 13.5 cm and 11.5 x 11.5 cm 
design paper and work the edges with distress ink walnut stain. Die 
cut the wooden frame from dark brown card and work with distress 
ink picket fence. Layer the picture behind and adhere raised with 
3D-glue/foam tape. 
Adhere the layers together. 
Make a flower tuft with amaryllis, mistletoe, a green leaf and brown 
antlers. Die cut the snowmen in the colours needed and assemble. 
Decorate the twigs, spruces and snowmen with white gesso. Make a 
little foam ball clay for the snow and finish with snowflakes.

Si lhouette Col lect ion 
Sigrid Klingenberg
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl
page 23

1.
Die cut the basic card (LR0618) from pearly white card. Cut two 
more 11.5 cm Ø circles and adhere to the side laps. 
Cut off a small strip from the bottom of the circles for a better 
balance.
Cut three 9,8 cm Ø circles from stamping paper. Colour in two of 
them with the different distress oxide inks. 
Press the stamp pads of distress ink broken china and dusty 
concord onto a craft sheet and water it down with sprayed water. 
Press the stamping paper multiple times onto the droplets. Dry in 
between with a heat gun. 
Stamp the row of trees onto masking paper, cut off the trees and 
the landscape separately. Only the landscape will be used. 
Attach the landscape (on the masking paper) onto the circle with 
low tack tape. 
Stamp the trees first onto scrap paper to reduce the amount of ink. 
Then stamp trees of a lighter colour onto the circles.
 
Circle 1 
Stamp the silhouettes. Colour the wheel covers with a white gel 
pen. Create hills with the stamped landscape and distress oxide ink 
broken china. Colour the edge with distress oxide ink broken china. 
 
Circle 2 
Stamp the houses, birds and pine trees. Colour the roofs of the 
houses with a white gel pen. 
Decorate the pine trees in front also with the white gel pen. 
Colour the edge with distress oxide ink broken china. 

Circle 3 
Stamp the mountains with watermark ink and sprinkle white 
embossing powder on top. Work with a heat gun. The heat will 
transform the powder into a raised white coating. 
Stamp the moon onto the circle and onto masking paper. Cut out 
and cover the stamped moon. Colour in the circle with the different 
distress oxide inks.  
Press the stamp pads of distress ink broken china and dusty 
concord onto a craft sheet and water it down with sprayed water. 
Press the stamping paper multiple times into the droplets. Dry in 
between with a heat gun. 
Adhere the landscape (on masking paper) to the circle with low 
tack tape. Stamp the trees first onto scrap paper to reduce the 
amount of ink. Then stamp trees of a lighter colour onto the cir-
cles. Stamp the other silhouettes. Remove the masking paper and 
colour in the moon with distress oxide ink antique linen.  
Create hills with the stamped landscape and distress oxide ink 
broken china. 
Colour the edge with distress oxide ink broken china. 

Finishing off
Adhere the coloured circles to slightly larger mauve circles, a fur-
ther 10,7 Ø azure blue layer and then onto the basic card.



2.
Cut a 21 x 15 cm purple strip and score a fold at 10.5 cm. Place 
the vertical folding die down at 5,25 cm, measured from the left of 
the rectangle and die cut with the machine. Fold the card. 
Cut stamping paper into rectangles of 3.75 x 13.5 cm, of 6 x 9 cm 
and of 9 x 13.5 cm. Colour them in with the different distress oxide 
inks. 
Press the stamp pads of distress ink carved pumpkin and wilted 
violets multiple times onto a craft sheet and water it down with 
sprayed water. Press the stamping paper multiple times onto the 
droplets. Dry in between with a heat gun. 
Stamp the Halloween images in black ink. Use distress oxide ink 
carved pumpkin to stamp vague texts randomly. 
Work the edges with distress ink seedless preserves.  
Cut 3.5 cm Ø and 4.5 cm Ø circles from masking paper. Lay them on 
the card and make the edges orange with distress ink. 
Adhere the stamping paper to dark purple card, trim leaving a 2.5 
cm wide border. Repeat this with orange card. Then adhere to the 
basic card.

Els  Wezenbeek Col lect ion 
Marjan van der Wiel
marjanvanderwiel.blogspot.nl 
page 24

1.
Cut a silver-coloured card 15 cm high and 11 cm wide and adhere 
two sheets of 10.5 x 14 cm design paper to the inside. 
Die cut two cards of 10 x 14 cm from gravel and die cut the cor-
ners. Arrange on the card as per example given. 
Die cut/emboss the other figures needed from gravel and silver-col-
oured card. Cut out the picture. Ink the hand cut cards and die cut 
figures with distress ink. Adhere the circles to larger silver-coloured 
card, trim leaving a narrow border. Position the picture onto one 
circle and stamp a text onto the other one. Adhere the layers to the 
card and finish with scrap flowers and metal corners.

2.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm cerise-coloured card blank and adhere 14.5 x 14.5 
cm design paper. 
Die cut the slanting corner into 14 x 14 cm gravel card as shown. 
Cut 13.5 x 13.5 cm design paper, draw the slanting line in the bot-
tom left corner and cut off. Adhere the design paper to the gravel 
card. 
Die cut/emboss the figures needed from gravel and cerise card. Ink 
the hand cut cards and die cut figures with distress ink. 
Adhere the picture to the die cut square. Then layer it to a slightly 
larger blossom-coloured card and adhere with 3D-glue/foam tape. 
Secure the bow of lace and seam binding with a brad. 
Position the layers on to the card and finish off with scrap flowers 
and a metal corner.



Marleen’s  Winter  Col lect ion 
Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com
page 28

1.
Draw the outline of the lantern 2x onto pearly white card, 1x the 
normal way and 1x in mirror image without the openings for the 
windows. Cut both out. 
Take the lantern in mirror image, the one without the windows, and 
score a horizontal line at 6 cm down from the top and fold over, 
adhere this part to the other lantern. The lantern/card can now 
stand up straight. Layer vellum behind the opening. 
Use the inner lines of the stencil to decorate. Draw them onto the 
back of (design)paper. Do not forget to turn the stencil over, to 
avoid getting a mirror image. Adhere the cut-outs to the lantern/
card. Cut two wavy strips of snow paper and adhere along the bot-
tom of the lantern and along the roof. Finish with flowers, stars 
and a text with a bow of wax cord.

2.
Cut a 15 x 15 cm pearly white top-fold card and 14.5 x 14.5 cm 
light grey card. Use the smallest hexagonal die to cut out 26 
hexagons from different colours of design paper. Adhere to the light 
grey card in the pattern shown and cut off the excess paper. Adhere 
to the card. Cut 13 x 13 cm vellum, apply glue only on spots that 
will be covered; glue will show through vellum. Adhere a 15 x 5.5 
cm baby blue strip across the vellum. Die cut a white circle and 
a smaller one from design paper. Adhere together and then raised 
with 3D-glue to the card. Complete the card with cyclamen, snow-
flakes, adhesive stones and a text.

3.
Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white top-fold card and adhere 13 x 13 
cm light blue card and 12.5 x 12.5 cm design paper. Draw two sepa-
rate mountains along the outline of the stencil onto pearly white 
card. Use the innerline of the stencil to decorate. Do not forget to 
turn the stencil over, to avoid getting a mirror image. 
Adhere the tall mountain on the left. Die cut a pearly white circle 
and a smaller one from design paper. Adhere together and onto the 
card, together with the small mountain. Cut two wavy strips of bot-
tle green and sea green card and adhere at the foot of the moun-
tains. Finish with trees, a fox, stars, adhesive pearls and a text.

4.
Cut a 15 x 10.5 cm pearly white top-fold card and adhere 14.5 x 10 
cm light blue card and 14 x 9.5 cm design paper. Draw two separate 
mountains along the outline of the stencil onto pearly white card. 
Use the innerline of the stencil to decorate. Do not forget to turn 
the stencil over, to avoid getting a mirror image. 
First adhere the small mountains and then the bigger one overlap-
ping. Cut a wavy strip of bottle green card and adhere at the foot 
of the mountains. Finish with trees, a deer, stars, adhesive pearls 
and a text with rope tied to it.



Marjoleine’s  Col lect ion 
Marjolein Zweed
marjoleinesblog.blogspot.nl
page 32

General instructions:
- Stamp the text in black ink.
- Apply a little ink to a piece of plastic/craft sheet and add a 

droplet of water. Colour in the images with this ink.

1.
Cut 10 x 10 cm watercolour paper. Stamp a Christmas bauble on the 
left. Stamp the same bauble onto thin paper and cut out. This is 
the mask, place it over the stamped image and secure with low tack 
tape. Stamp the other baubles, a text and a few stars.
Draw a decorative line along the border.
Stamp the left Christmas bauble and a bow onto a scrap of water-
colour paper and cut out. Colour in the images and adhere with 
3D-glue/foam tape onto the stamped Christmas bauble on the left.
Cut a 13.2 x 13.2 cm white card blank and emboss the front panel 
with the design folder. Adhere 10.5 x 10.5 cm moss green card with 
3D-glue/foam tape. Adhere the stamped card and tie cord around 
the front panel.

2.
Die cut 7.5 x 11,5 cm watercolour paper. Stamp the bird onto the 
left side. Stamp it also onto thin paper and cut out. Place this 
mask over the first stamped image. Secure with low tack tape. 
Stamp the snowman over the mask, then remove the mask. 
Make a mask for the snowman too and stamp a text. Stamp the 
signpost and the bird on the right. Draw the decorative line along 
the border. Stamp the mittens onto scrap of watercolour paper. Trim 
leaving a narrow white border. Colour in the images. 
Cut a 10.5 x 15 cm white card blank. Emboss the front with the 
design folder. 
Adhere 8 x 12 cm moss green card with 3D-glue/foam tape. Mount 
the stamped card on top. Adhere the mittens with 3D-glue/foam 
tape. Tie wax cord around the card front.

Bul let  Journal
General instructions:
- Draw the grid in pencil using the bullet journaling grid.
- Stamp in black ink.
- Draw the lines with a micron pen.
- Erase the pencils lines carefully.
- Apply a little ink onto a piece of plastic/craft sheet and add a 

droplet of water. Colour in the images with this ink.
- Make splashes by loading enough ink on your brush and then 

tap on it. 

3.
Draw a grid with blocks of 3.5 x 3.5 cm. Stamp the roses in the top 
left and bottom right corner. Stamp them again onto thin paper 
and cut out. This is the mask, lay it over the first stamped image 
and secure with low tack tape. Stamp the leaves near the roses 
over the mask. Make masks for the leaves near the banner too. 
Stamp the banner and remove the masks. Write the months in the 
banner by hand. Stamp a few more roses, leaves and dots. Trace the 
pencil lines of the grid with a micron pen. Write the days of the 
week and all the numbers. Erase the pencil lines carefully. Colour in 
the images. Finish with splashes.

4.
Draw a grid with blocks of 6.5 x 4.5 cm, there is a 0.5 cm space 
between the blocks. Stamp the roses in the top left and bottom 
right corners. Stamp them also on thin paper and cut out. This is 
the mask, lay it over the first stamped image and secure with low 
tack tape. Stamp the leaves near the roses over the mask. 
Make masks for the leaves near the frame in the right top corner 
too. Stamp the frame and remove the masks. 
Stamp a few more dots, a leaf and a watering can. 
Trace the pencil lines of the grid with a micron pen. Write the 
names of the week and all the numbers. Erase the pencil lines care-
fully. Colour in the images. Finish with splashes.



Petra’s  Col lect ion 
Petra van Dam
hobbykaartenpetra.nl
page 34

General instructions:
The measurements in cm are indicated as follows: first you will read 
the height and then the width. So, if you see 10 x 5 cm, this means 
10 cm high and 5 cm wide. Lace will be adhered with double-sided 
tape.

1.
Folding the card:
Take an A4-size platinum sheet. Fold in half and open again. Score 
(whole width) at 4 cm up from the bottom. Make a 4.5 cm incision 
into the fold from the bottom up. Fold the flaps inside. Adhere the 
linen lace onto the flaps as per example shown. Adhere both flaps 
on the sides (leave the centre open). Turn the card, creating a top-
fold card with the flaps on the left.

Card front: Cut 14 x 15.5 cm dark brown and adhere 13.5 x 15 cm 
design paper on top. Cut a 3.7 x 16.5 cm light grey strip. Adhere 
the white lace. Adhere to the card as per example given. 
Die cut/emboss with LR0627 the large border, the border on top 
with the flower and the small die for the two ribbon flaps from 
taupe, two holly leaves from olive green and 2x the semi ice crystal 
from snow paper. 
Die cut/emboss with LR0627 the next round border from light grey. 
Adhere as per example given. 
Using the inner ring to die cut/emboss the picture of the decou-
page sheet and adhere to light grey, raised with 3D glue. 
Die cut/emboss the berries 2x from red lacquer, the twigs of the 
cotton plant from dark brown and the flowers from a cotton wool 
pad. 
Adhere as per example given. Finish with pearls.

2.
Folding the card:
Photo left: Take a brick red A4-sheet. Fold in half and open again. 
Cut off 3 cm at the bottom. The card blank will be 18 x 14.7 cm 
now. Fold back the front panel of the card. Cut 17.5 x 6.5 cm 
design paper with mushrooms. Adhere onto the folded part of the 
card. Cut 17.5 x 14.3 cm design paper with berries and adhere 
inside onto the brick red card. Photo right: Adhere the ribbon 
with acorns onto brick red. Die cut/emboss with LR0627 the large 
border, the border on top with the flower and the small die for the 
two ribbon flaps from clouds grey, two holly leaves from olive green 
and 2x the semi ice crystal from snow paper and 2x from vellum for 
the poinsettia. 
Die cut/emboss the next round border from casino gold. Adhere as 
per example given. Use the inner ring to cut out the picture and 
adhere to casino gold, raised with 3D-glue. Die cut/emboss the 
berries from brick red and chocolate brown, the twig of the cotton 
plant from nut brown and the flowers from a cotton wool pad. Die 
cut the poinsettia from ivory, vellum and salmon pink. 
Adhere as per example given. Finish with self-adhesive flat-backed 
pearls.



Hetty  Meeuwsen Col lect ion 
Neline Plaisier
neline-mycardcreations.blogspot.com
page 36

General instructions:
Stamp the images with an Archival jet black stamp pad and the 
masking technique* on PCP. Colour in the images.
Roll up a length of gold-coloured thread and glue it partially be-
hind the image.
Finish the card with die cut gold-coloured stars.

*For masking techniques: see card descriptions of Marjolein Zweed.

1.
Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white top-fold card and adhere 13 x 13 
cm pearly white card and design paper of 12.75 x 12.75 cm, of 12 x 
12 cm and of 12.75 x 6 cm. Die cut a red doily. 
Die cut an 11.5 x 11.5 cm square from PCP, stamp the image and 
colour in. Die cut the fence from kraft and work with distress ink 
vintage photo. Stamp the text in black onto pearly white card, cut 
into a banner and adhere to red card, trim leaving a narrow border. 
Die cut the flower 2x from red and the leaves from moss green. Add 
a pearl to the centre.

2.
Draw the pattern onto pearly white card, cut and score where indi-
cated. Draw the front panel onto design paper, cut 0.75 cm smaller 
and adhere to slightly larger pearly white. Cut 5.5 x 10.5 cm and 
8.25 x 12 cm design paper. Die cut a red doily and use half of it.
Cut 8 x 11.75 cm PCP and die cut a rectangle with a border of 
stitches from PCP. Work the sky with pan pastel. Stamp the stars 
with the stamp pad dandelion. Die cut the trees 2x from moss 
green. Die cut the fence and fairy flower house from grey kraft, 
work with distress ink vintage photo. 
Die cut the flower house from pearly white, cut off the roof and 
work with distress ink fired brick. 
Stamp the text with stamp pad dandelion onto pearly white, cut 
into a banner and adhere to slightly larger red. Die cut holly from 
moss green and red card.

3.
Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white top-fold card and adhere: 13 x 
13 cm pearly white card and design paper of 12.75 x 12.75 cm and 
of 11 x 11 cm. Cut 9 x 12 cm design paper with wood grain and 
adhere with a die cut decorative border on the right. 
Die cut a red doily. Die cut a square from design paper and PCP. 
Stamp the image and colour in. Work the sky with pan pastel. 
Stamp stars with the Archival stamp pad dandelion. 
Die cut the leaves and holly from moss green and red card. Die cut 
the tag from white and red card. 
Stamp the text with stamp pad vermillion and adhere the layers 
together.
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Kar in Joan Col lect ion 
Miriam de Vos
postenkadootje.nl
page 38

1.
Work velvet card with green watercolour paint, set aside to dry and 
then die cut the frame of the letter board. Stamp the branch onto 
velvet card of 15 x 10.6 cm, then emboss the stripes of the design 
folder into it. Adhere the layers to a 15 x 10,6 cm white card blank. 
Stamp the ornaments onto velvet card and cut out. Adhere them to 
the card with foam tape and add small suspension ribbons of rose 
card and tiny bows of black embroidery thread. 
Work velvet card with a crimson copper stamp pad. Cut out the let-
ters and stars. Finish off the card.

2.
Cut a 15.4 x 11.1 cm white card blank and adhere 15.1 x 10.8 cm 
black card. Emboss white velvet card with the stripes of the design-
folder. Die cut the frame of the letter board from rose gold card. 
Draw the outline of the frame onto the back of the embossed velvet 
card and cut off. Adhere the layers together. 
Die cut the letters from black card. Die cut the deer from rose gold 
card and black foam sheet. Adhere together. 
Finish card with stars of rose gold card.

3.
Cut a 10.6 x 15 cm white card blank. Work velvet card of the same 
size with the distress oxide inks. Then emboss the stripes of the 
design folder into it. Make sure the stripes run horizontally on the 
card. Die cut the border of the letter board and the small letters 
from black card. Stamp the word Christmas with the distress oxide 
inks in a nicely blended way. Die cut the word; also from black 
foam sheet. Finish with white stars.

4.
Cut 10.8 x 14.4 cm velvet card and work with the distress oxide 
inks. Cut 10.6 x 13.2 cm velvet card and work with round stamps 
(KJ1729), the distress oxide inks and soft blending brushes.Adhere 
the layers to a 14.5 x 10.9 cm white top-fold card. Cut off 1 cm 
from the back panel of the card to give it a better balance. 
Die cut a square frame from velvet card and layer vellum behind. 
Die cut the same frame from foam sheet and layer behind the vel-
lum. Rub the sides of the foam sheet inside the frame with baby 
powder to make it anti static. Lay sequins on the front of the card 
at the spot where the shaker window will be glued on top. Adhere 
the frame to the card and arrange the die cut letters to the vellum. 
Die cut the word ‘Feestje’ (Party) from black card. Work a scrap of 
white card with distress oxide ink peacock feathers and die cut the 
word again. Layer them together overlapping.
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1. 
Technique
Apply three colours of distress oxide ink (squeezed lemonade, lucky 
clover, mermaid lagoon) onto the craft plate randomly, roll out with 
a brayer, blending the colours. Splash some water on top and make 
an image onto stamping paper (A4-size). Set aside to dry. 
Cut the stamping paper into three rectangles: one of 11.8 x 7.4 cm 
and two of 5 x 7,4 cm. Press the stamp pads onto craft sheet multi-
ple times. Spray with water and press the stamping paper onto the 
droplets multiple times to create smudges on the stamping paper.
 
Technique 1 
Take a mask and moisten it. Place it onto the coloured stamping 
paper. Place tissue paper on top and press it down well. The tissue 
paper will absorb the water, creating lighter spots on the paper. 
Remove the mask. Set the paper aside to dry.

 

 
 

Technique 2 
Apply distress oxide ink to the mask and spread out. 
Moisten with sprayed water and make an image onto the stamping 

paper (at the top corner of the paper). 

Technique 3 
Emboss the stamping paper 
with a design folder. 
Wipe the stamps pads over 
the embossed areas, so that 
only the raised parts will be 
coloured. 
Colour the stamens with a 
white gel pen.

Masking Techniques  
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In recent years Marianne Design has introduced several versatile 
stencils. These stencils can help create different effects on your 
stamping cards and/or mixed media cards and projects. Here are 
some techniques you might like to try.

Draw a label onto stamping paper and cut out. 
Select three different colours of distress oxide ink and colour in 
the label with yellow ink. Press the stamp pads multiple times onto 
a craft sheet and spray with water to dilute the ink. 
Press the label into the ink multiple times and always dry in be-
tween (using a heat gun will reduce the drying time). The back-
ground is ready now. Keep your stencils at hand when you start 
working, so you don’t need to look for them.

Technique 1 
First take the mask from which the tree has been pushed out. 
Place on the side of the label and colour in the tree with blue 
distress oxide ink. Make smudges on the label with brown distress 
oxide ink.

Technique 2 
Lay the mask onto stamping paper and apply structure paste in the 
openings in the mask. 
Do not apply too much, avoid getting it under the mask. Leave to 
dry.

Technique 3 
Lay the mask onto stamping paper and trace the outline of the 
openings in the mask with a black fine liner. 
Remove the mask and colour in the figures with distress oxide ink. 
Use a water pen/brush for this.

Technique 4 
Lay the tree that was pushed out onto the coloured tree and stamp 
texts onto the stamping paper using distress oxide ink. 
Stamp a text in black ink. 
Wipe brown ink along the edges of the label. 
Mat the stamping paper onto turquoise and carnation white labels. 
Wipe along these edges with brown ink too. 
Stamp butterflies onto stamping paper and cut out. Colour them 
in with distress oxide ink. Wipe brown ink along the edges of the 
wings and adhere the butterflies with 3D-glue/foam tape.

Tips: 
1. Do not use too much ink to start with.  
 If needed more ink can be applied later.
2. Apply the ink to the paper and masks with circular movements  
 for a smooth effect.
3. Clean the masks with water and a mild detergent or baby wipes.


